
Ahavah BBG #293
Chapter Functions
Chapter Sleepovers
Shabbat Dinners
Chapter Fundraisers
Exec Board Sleepovers
RC Practices
Senior Lives

Elizabeth Zelda Kagan A caucus for the high and honorable position of 

‘18

of Michigan Region for the 2018-2019 Programming Year

‘19

S’ganit

Ahavah BBG #293
- Dedicated Member ‘15-∞
- Mazkirah ‘15-’16
- Sh’licha ‘16-’17
- Bittker Coordinator ‘17
Max Fisher AZA #337
- Sweetheart ‘17
Evan Shapiro AZA #313
= Sweetheart ‘17-’18

Michigan Region #1701
- Loving member 2015-Eternity
- Regional Sh’licha 2017-2018

~ Worked with seven chapter 
counterparts throughout the year to 
promote Stand UP, Jewish programs, 
and community service
~ Planned the first-ever weekend-long 
Regional Kallah

-Exceeded our sign-up goal

Committees Served
Ahavah BBG #293
- Chapter Convention Services Committee
International Order 
- Israel Task Force

~Planned interactive booths at the 
Jewish Learning Lab at IC 2018

- International Convention 2018 Teen Band
Awards Received
Michigan Region #1701
- Regional Best Smile RC 2016, 2017
International Order
- Silver Star of Deborah
- Israel Speak UP Award

* - Denotes plan on attending

♥ - Denotes Coordinated

International Order of the B’nai B’rith Girls
International Convention    ‘18 ‘19*

Michigan Region #1701
Regional Convention
Spring Convention
MIXX
General Board Mid-Year Eval
Regional Kallah
Regional Kickoffs
J-Serve
Mr. AZA
Voice Your Vote
Regional Installs/Destalls
Regional Senior Lives
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My sister B’nai B’rith Girls,
Together, we function as a team. Each of us has our own story; our own canvas, painted with colors that represent our own individual portraits.
Choosing to be a part of BBYO is like choosing what colors to use when painting. Each one works in tandem with the others, and in the end, a 

beautiful masterpiece is created. As your Regional S’ganit,  I will strive to ensure excellence in programming through the Six Folds, establishing strong 
bonds with my counterparts and strengthening chapters from their source. Just as each artist has their chosen mediums, the folds act as a guideline 

for an excellent craft.
Sisterhood connects, Recreation enriches,  Creativity brightens, Community Service influences, Social Action enlightens, and Judaism lays the 

foundation for which none of us would be here without.
Each chapter has their own colors, and each girls contributes her stroke to the painting. 

Together, we can establish programs that color the lives of those who will join our movement in the future. It doesn't matter where your skills lie; grab 
a paintbrush and jump on in, pigmenting the path for a year unlike those before. Together we can and together we will.

Submitted with an insane amount of undying love for Programming, Art, Israel, the Six Folds, Watercolors, the amazing chapters, Ahavah BBG #293, 
and Michigan Region #1701,

I remain,

Elizabeth Zelda Kagan
A proud candidate for the high and honorable position of Michigan Region’s 74th Regional S’ganit for the 2018-2019 programming year



- Expanding our Sisterhood: Inter-Regional Collaboration
- Partner chapter S’ganiot with respective 

counterparts of chapters in different regions
- Inter-regional meetings to improve program quality

- Assist the Aym Ha’Chaverot in Big Sister/Little Sister fun and 
meaningful event planning

- Encourage multi-BBG chapter sleepovers
- Assist in planning heartfelt Separates programs

- Recognize chapters with strong programming
- Grant awards, highlight at Regional Meetings, etc

- Oversee the Spring Convention Coordinator
- Be an active team player at all times, helping whenever 

needed even if not asked
- Attend all Regional Conventions (where applicable)
- Attend all Regional kickoffs and events
- Attend all Regional meetings and Regional/General  Board 

meetings
- Strengthen programming at Regional Conventions

- Help coordinator chairs as needed with convention 
programs involving various folds

- Assist the Sh’licha in establishing programming guides for 
chapter Sh’lichot

- Communicate with S’ganiot for Shabbat event 
programming on the chapter levels

- Help where needed with Regional Global Shabbat 
events

- Help mobilize Speak UP and Stand UP on a Regional level
- Co-plan a region-wide Mom & BBG Shabbat dinner or 

Havdalah

- Create an organized Regional Programming Bank (Google Drive)
- Similar to the one in the International order, but with 

strong regional and chapter programs
- Establish a monthly or bi-monthly Chapter Programming Showcase

- Grant award to the chapter with strongest programming
- Challenge chapters to establish new and innovative Fall Fest events 

that showcase the strengths of each chapter
- Create a Regional “Winter Wonder” or “Spring Showcase” 

as a second fall fest to target 8th graders
- Encourage at least one bi-chapter (or more) event per quarter

- Combine together for programs of different interests
- Make the programming guide easier to fill out

-  Establish a BBGG (B’nai B’rith Girls Games) league
- Include co-ed sports where needed

- Unite with local regions (Wisconsin, ONR, GMR) on a joint 
sports day, highlighting AZAA/BBGG activities

- Create regional bi-monthly MBA (Mind, Body, Attitude) 
programs 

- Mind: Group meditation, bullet journaling
- Body: Aerobics, Zumba, Yoga, Smoothie Workshop
- Attitude: Healthy eating class, Puppy therapy 

- Host a Regional Color War fundraiser
- Implement Regional events that incorporate the arts

- Reinstate Coffee House
- Regional Art Showcase
- Instrumental concert
- Painting With A Twist, Grape Juice Style
- Poetry Slam

- Introduce Regional Sadie’s/Bring back the Beau-Sweetheart 
Dance

- Plan exciting and immersive Regional Awards and Installs/Destalls
- Senior Mock Awards, paper plate awards

- Communicate effectively with the Regional N’siah and assist her with all she needs, 
assuming the position as needed
- Keep in contact with the International S’ganit and utilize the global S’ganiot network 
for helpful resources for counterparts and to expand my leadership skills
- Hold myself accountable for my agendas and goals

Chapter Counterparts
- Communicate regularly with the Regional S’gan
- Plan counterpart training agendas at least a week in advance and ensure 
that all of our counterparts are present or receive the necessary information
- Work together as a team to accomplish our goals 
- Meet with the N’siah/Godol regularly and help out as necessary

- Maintain a counterpart GroupMe with all chapter S’ganiot
- Hold regular calls weekly or in-person meetings bi-weekly
- Attend respective counterpart chapter events as much as possible
- Be a resource, available to be contacted whenever needed
- Review all chapter program outlines as they are submitted
- Ensure that all program outlines are submitted by the deadlines

Programming Philosophy: 

The Perfect Painting

● Programming with a purpose
○ Balance = quality & quantity

● Engaging the Prospect + Leaving a mark
○ Training counterparts on the balance of 

fun, faith, and feels
● I Love BBYO! Here’s why you should too!

○ Regional Conventions and programs 
that engage a variety of ages and 
interests to keep them wanting more
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Chapter Counterparts

AZA Counterpart

My Responsibilities
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